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Persistence of long-distance, insect-mediated pollen
movement for a tropical canopy tree species in remnant
forest patches in an urban landscape

AME Noreen1, MA Niissalo1, SKY Lum2,3 and EL Webb1

As deforestation and urbanization continue at rapid rates in tropical regions, urban forest patches are essential repositories of
biodiversity. However, almost nothing is known about gene flow of forest-dependent tree species in urban landscapes. In this
study, we investigated gene flow in the insect-pollinated, wind-dispersed tropical tree Koompassia malaccensis in and among
three remnant forest patches in the urbanized landscape of Singapore. We genotyped the vast majority of adults (N=179) and a
large number of recruits (N=2103) with 8 highly polymorphic microsatellite markers. Spatial genetic structure of the recruit and
adult cohorts was significant, showing routine gene dispersal distances of ~ 100–400 m. Parentage analysis showed that 97% of
recruits were within 100 m of their mother tree, and a high frequency of relatively short-distance pollen dispersal (median
~143–187 m). Despite routine seed and pollen dispersal distances of within a few hundred meters, interpatch gene flow
occurred between all patches and was dominated by pollen movement: parentage analysis showed 76 pollen versus 2 seed
interpatch dispersal events, and the seedling neighborhood model estimated ~1–6% seed immigration and ~21–46% pollen
immigration rates, depending on patch. In addition, the smallest patch (containing five adult K. malaccensis trees) was entirely
surrounded by 42.5 km of ‘impervious’ substrate, yet had the highest proportional pollen and seed immigration estimates of any
patch. Hence, contrary to our hypothesis, insect-mediated gene flow persisted across an urban landscape, and several of our
results also parallel key findings from insect-pollinated canopy trees sampled in mixed agricultural–forest landscapes.
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INTRODUCTION

Across the tropics, primary forests are being degraded and fragmented
in rural, suburban and urban settings (DeFries et al., 2010; Gao and
Yu, 2014). Urban population growth outpaces rural growth, and hence
increasingly more areas of tropical forests will be reduced to urban
forest patches. These patches may be of high conservation value and
retain important biodiversity today (Alvey, 2006; Seamon et al., 2006),
but the long-term persistence of biodiversity in increasingly urbanized
landscapes remains a conservation concern.
Studies of genetic structuring and connectivity of plants in partially

deforested landscapes have largely focused on mixed agricultural–
forest and pastoral systems, secondary forest or recently logged forest
(reviewed in Aguilar et al., 2008; Eckert et al., 2010). These studies
have shown that fragmentation can disrupt relationships between
plants and their biotic pollen and/or seed dispersers via changes to
plant population demography as well as animal abundance, diversity
and behavior, with follow-on effects to plant mating systems
and progeny (reviewed in Ghazoul, 2005; Aguilar et al., 2008; Eckert
et al., 2010).
Studies on gene flow of insect-pollinated trees in agricultural and

modified forest landscapes have documented several trends. First,
many bee species are capable of traversing long distances across this
landscape (up to 14 km), suggesting that these matrices may not be a

barrier to gene flow (reviewed in Dick et al., 2008). Second, there can
often be a higher magnitude of long-distance gene flow involving
isolated trees or isolated stands compared with more continuous forest
or among larger patches (see, for example, Aldrich and Hamrick,
1998; Lander et al., 2010; Fuchs and Hamrick, 2011; Ismail et al., 2012;
Rymer et al., 2013; Tambarussi et al., 2015; Guidugli et al., 2016).
Third, individual trees can be disproportionally influential to inter-
patch connectivity (see, for example, Aldrich and Hamrick, 1998;
Lander et al., 2010; de Moraes and Sebbenn, 2011; Fuchs and
Hamrick, 2011; Ismail et al., 2012). Finally, trees in modified habitats
(mostly agricultural) frequently experience increased rates of self-
fertilization (‘selfing’) (reviewed in Ferreira et al., 2013).
There has been almost no research on gene flow among tree

populations in urban landscapes, despite the important conservation
implications. The few existing studies (Wang et al., 2010; Sebbenn
et al., 2011; Nagamitsu et al., 2014) have examined wind-pollinated
tree species or trees in single isolated forest patches, limiting wider
application to urban forest fragment matrices, especially in the tropics
where plants are almost exclusively animal pollinated (Ollerton et al.,
2011). In contrast to agricultural or forested landscapes, the urban
matrix often consists of dense built-up areas, suburban housing,
industrial buildings, managed parks and tiny remnant forest frag-
ments. The presence of ‘impervious’ habitat—for example, highways,
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parking lots, buildings—has been shown to act as a stronger filter or
barrier to the movement of small, mobile animals between suitable
habitats (for example, bees, Davis et al., 2010; Jha and Kremen, 2013;
beetles, Keller and Largiadèr, 2003; frogs, Hitchings and Beebee, 1997;
salamanders, Noël et al., 2007; birds and lizards, Delaney et al., 2010;
and mice, Munshi-South and Kharchenko, 2010). Hence, as opposed
to an agricultural or modified forest matrix, an ‘impervious’ urban
matrix could reduce animal-mediated gene flow among forest patches.
This would result in long-term genetic consequences including
accelerated genetic erosion and genetic drift, increased inbreeding
and biparental inbreeding and reduced pollen diversity, leading to a
loss of fitness in progeny (see, for example, Breed et al., 2012; Rymer
et al., 2013).
In a previous paper, Noreen and Webb (2013) showed that despite

a dramatic reduction of habitat area in Singapore in the past ~ 150
years (to o0.2% of the original primary forest area; Corlett, 1992),
genetic diversity was still high in adult, juvenile and seedling cohorts of
the large canopy tree species Koompassia malaccensis Maingay ex
Benth. (Fabaceae). There was no evidence of a population bottleneck,
suggesting that overall the Singapore population of K. malaccensis
appeared to have resisted genetic erosion (Noreen and Webb, 2013).
However, understanding connectivity between patches is necessary to
obtain a more complete picture of the dynamics of gene flow and of
the possible fate of remnant rainforest populations in urban land-
scapes; genetic analyses provide information on the reproductive
patterns of the adults and the final outcome of pollen and seed
dispersal patterns as shown by population genetics of established
recruits.
In this study, we investigated patterns of gene flow in the insect-

pollinated, wind-dispersed and long-lived tropical tree K. malaccensis
in remnant primary forest fragments in the tropical urbanized
landscape of Singapore. We tested the hypothesis that insect-
mediated gene flow among urban forest patches would be restricted.
To test this hypothesis, we conducted a comprehensive parentage
analysis and estimated immigration rates for each patch using a
spatially explicit seedling neighborhood model. We also estimated
genetic indices, selfing rates and the spatial genetic structure (SGS) of
the recruit cohorts in each patch as well as the adults.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study species
K. malaccensis is a widespread, commercially valuable Southeast Asian tree
species. It is long-lived and has a density of ~ 1 individual per hectare in
primary forest. In Singapore, extensive clearing for agriculture (90% cleared by
1900) has relegated the remaining adults to the few remaining primary forest
fragments, along with scattered remnant individuals in secondary forest
(Corlett, 1992; Yee et al., 2011). The average diameter growth rate for
K. malaccensis adults (stem diameter of 430 cm), averaged ~ 0.59 cm per year
from 1993 to 2008 in Bukit Timah Nature Reserve (N= 15 adults; SKY Lum,
unpublished data), suggesting that most present-day adult trees are well over a
century old and hence likely pre-date much of the deforestation in Singapore.
K. malaccensis has a mixed mating system: it is a preferential outcrosser but is

able to self-fertilize (Lee et al., 2011; Noreen and Webb, 2013). The flowers are
small (~3 mm diameter), white and insect pollinated, and the fruits are
flattened, lightweight single-seeded pods ~ 10 cm in length and wind dispersed
(Slik, 2009 onwards). It is known to be pollinated by the widespread giant
honey bee Apis dorsata (Appanah, 1991). A. dorsata are colonial, with nests that
may be densely congregated (often on adult Koompassia trees) and contain tens
of thousands of individuals. Although it is possible for A. dorsata to nest in
urban areas, when colonies in Singapore are discovered in urban areas, they are
removed without exception. In Singapore there have been direct observations of
A. cerana and various stingless bee species visiting K. malaccensis (JXQ Lee,
personal communication), and it may also be pollinated by larger-bodied

Xylocopa spp. (J Ascher, personal communication). Carpenter bees (Xylocopa
spp.) tend to be solitary and most often nest in dead wood cavities, and in
Singapore the two likely long-distance flying Xylocopids are Xylocopa latipes
and X. flavonigrescens.

Study sites and sampling
This study was conducted in three sites that contain (to our knowledge) all but
a few remaining K. malaccensis adults in Singapore: Bukit Timah Nature
Reserve (BT), MacRitchie Reservoir Park (MR, part of the Central Catchment
Nature Reserve) and the Singapore Botanic Gardens (BG) (Figure 1). These
three sites also retain the vast majority of extant primary rainforest (Yee et al.,
2011). BT is a 163 ha forest fragment consisting of a single ~ 50 ha contiguous
primary forest core surrounded by a secondary forest buffer. MR is a forest
reserve consisting of a (relatively large) secondary forest fragment with small
primary forest fragments embedded therein; in total, ~ 81 ha of primary forest
were contained in five fragments of 6.9, 11, 13 and 40 ha, along with four very
small fragments of 0.8–1.8 ha (Figure 1). Distances between the primary forest
fragments in MR, and therefore the reproductive adults found in those
fragments, ranged from o100 m to ~800 m. BG has one ~ 6 ha remnant of
primary forest within which three adults were found; two other adults are
isolated individuals outside the forest patch but within the Garden boundaries.
The matrix between BG and the other patches consist largely of urban housing
and built-up areas (Figure 1). Between MR and BT is a narrow corridor of
young secondary forest, a six-lane highway, a pipeline and grassland.
This study utilizes the conceptual and analytical term ‘patch’ to refer to

clusters of K. malaccensis trees; mechanistically, we assumed that trees within a

Figure 1 Inset map: Singapore’s remaining primary forest areas and the
sample sites in this study (black) and surrounding urban matrix (light gray).
Main map: Distribution of the 179 sampled adult Koompassia malaccensis
individuals (red dots) in the Botanic Gardens (N=5), Bukit Timah (N=52)
and MacRitchie (N=122). Dark green is primary forest; light green is
secondary forest; blue is water (from Noreen and Webb, 2013).
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patch were more likely to outcross with others in that same patch, than with
trees in another patch (see Figure 1). Although it would be possible to break the
MR patch into smaller clusters, the analysis here focuses on broader patterns of
gene flow. Between all patches there is, or has been, substantial habitat
modification, thus isolating patches by both distance and habitat permeability
(Kupfer et al., 2006).
We calculated patch area as the total area of a convex polygon circumscribing

all Koompassia adults at a site (drawn in Google Earth and calculated using
Earth Point, http://www.earthpoint.us/Shapes.aspx). Total patch sizes were
375 ha (MR), 84 ha (BT) and 1.4 ha (BG) (Table 1). Distances between the
centroids of each patch were 4.8 km (BT–MR), 6.3 km (BT–BG) and 4.0 km
(MR–BG). As our definition of patch specifically refers to the spatial extent of
the tree clusters, patches could therefore include multiple habitat types, most
commonly primary and secondary forest.
Detailed field sample collection methods, microsatellite genotyping and basic

genetic data for K. malaccensis within Singapore have been summarized in
Noreen and Webb (2013). Field surveys were conducted from November 2010
to May 2012. Across all sites, tissue samples from a total of 179 adults (⩾30 cm
stem diameter) were collected as either freshly fallen leaves collected on the
ground beneath an isolated adult, or as a 1× 1 cm bark scraping (o4 mm
deep) if another adult was within 50 m. BG contained five adults (Table 1). In
BT, 52 of 54 known adult trees were located using a map constructed from a
previous field study by SKY Lum (Table 1). We are confident that every adult
K. malaccensis in the BG and495% of the adults in BT were sampled; all adult
trees are known and identified in the BG, and every tree with a diameter at
breast height of 430 cm in BT had been previously tagged and identified by a
project run by one of the co-authors of this study (SKY Lum). Adults in MR
were located through several weeks of reconnaissance hikes, using the forest
habitat map of Yee et al. (2011) as a guide to locate primary forest. In MR, 122
adults were located and sampled (Table 1). The position of each adult was
recorded with a handheld GPS.
We collected a single leaflet from recruits up to ~ 30 m from the tree,

keeping 3 m between sampled recruits whenever possible. For isolated adults
with few seedlings, sample collection occurred up to 70 m. The number of
seedlings within 70 m of adults ranged from many hundreds to zero. In most
cases, there was an excess of seedlings to sample under the adult; for low-
density cohorts all seedlings were sampled. We genotyped 101 recruits sampled
from below 4 of the 5 adult trees at BG (no recruits were found under one of
the adults isolated in the garden area); samples per tree ranged from 18 to 31
(mean= 25.5 per adult). In BT we genotyped 812 recruits from under 47 (90%)
of the 52 adults in BT (no recruits were found for 4 adults, and 1 adult had a
single recruit that was unable to amplify); samples per tree ranged from 1 to 20
(mean= 17.3 per adult). In MR, we genotyped 1100 recruits from under 70
(57%) of the 122 adults, ranging from 2 to 21 per tree (mean= 15.7 per adult).
Aside from variation in fecundity, differences in sampling intensity were due to
the financial and logistical constraints of field work and genotyping.
Recruits were classified as41 year old (55 cm to +2 m in height, n= 193) or

o1 year old (o50 cm, often with cotyledons still attached, n= 1822). Detailed
genetic diversity indices from Noreen and Webb (2013) showed no significant
differences among age classes, and because of having only 193 recruits that were

41 year old among the three patches, all recruits were combined into a single
category. Each sampled recruit was precisely mapped by measuring the distance
(using a laser distance meter) and compass direction (Suunto KB-14, Suunto,
Vantaa, Finland) to the nearest Koompassia adult.

Molecular methods
DNA extraction, PCR and genotyping followed methods in Noreen and Webb
(2013). Eight highly robust microsatellite markers (Lee et al., 2006) were
fluorescently labeled (VIC, FAM, NED or PET: Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad,
CA, USA) and grouped into two multiplex PCR reactions of four markers each.
One-third of adults and 0.7% of the recruit cohorts were re-extracted, PCRed
and genotyped in their entirety, and 100% of adults and 24.9% of the recruit
cohorts were re-PCRed and genotyped at one to eight loci to confirm rare
alleles as well as to estimate genotyping errors. Genotyping errors were
calculated per locus as the percent of nonmatching alleles in a subsequent
PCR and ranged from 0.1 to 0.4% with a mean of 0.2% over the 8 loci. Missing
data per locus comprised 0.1 to 4.3% with a mean of 1.0% over the 8 loci (see
Noreen and Webb, 2013 for details). Given that all adults were re-extracted and
genotyped in their entirety a minimum of twice, in addition to the low amount
of missing data and low genotyping error rates, we are confident that there are
few technical sources of error in the data set.

Data analysis: genetic diversity and null allele correction
GenePop v. 4.2 (Rousset, 2008) was used to calculate the observed and expected
heterozygosities (Ho and He) and inbreeding coefficients (FIS); Fstat v. 2.9.3
was used to calculate allelic richness (R) (Goudet, 2001) (Supplementary
Table S1). Microchecker v. 2.2.3 (van Oosterhout et al., 2004) was used to
detect the presence of null alleles and possible technical scoring errors. Locus
Km071 was detected to have significant levels of null alleles (~30%); Km141
and Km143 had low levels of null alleles (~5%). Locus Km071 was corrected
for null alleles based on Chapuis and Estoup (2007). Effectively, Microchecker
estimates the number of apparent homozygous individuals in a population that
are actually heterozygotes containing a null allele. Using this information, we
randomly chose the appropriate number of individuals homozygotic at Km071
for each patch, and replaced one allele with an allele size of 500. Although this
method does not allow for particular individuals to be specifically pinpointed to
have a null allele, it does allow for the correct proportion of homozygous
individuals to be made into heterozygotes. Using the highest number of loci
possible is critical for parentage analysis (Harrison et al., 2012); this rationale
justifies this technique as a solution to retain this highly polymorphic locus
(N= 23 alleles). All data analysis beyond the genetic indices described above
used data corrected for null alleles at Km071.

Data analysis: parentage assignment
Using Cervus v. 3.0.3 (Marshall et al., 1998), we conducted parentage analysis
according to the following protocol: first, the allele frequency file was created
from the existing adult data and simulations conducted; parent pair (sexes
unknown), 100 000 offspring, 200 candidate parents, 90% candidate parents
sampled, 0.99 typed, 0.01 mistyped, confidence LOD (logarithm (base 10) of

Table 1 Characteristics of Koompassia malaccensis patches in the Singapore Botanic Gardens, Bukit Timah Nature Reserve and MacRitchie

Reservoir Park, Singapore

Botanic Gardens Bukit Timah MacRitchie

Approximate area of primary forest (ha) 6 50 81

Total patch area (ha) 1.4 84 375

Number of adults 5 52 122

Adult density in primary forest 0.8 1.0 1.5

Adult density per patch 3.6 0.6 0.3

Median pairwise distance (m) between adults in the same patch 298.7 476.6 844.8

Maximum pairwise distance (m) between adults in the same patch 610.7 1193.0 3023.0

Median distance (m) between nearest neighbors 142.1 55.8 35.3

Maximum distance (m) between nearest neighbors 310.4 207.9 291.8

See text for details on how patches were defined and how area was calculated.
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odds) 95% relaxed and 99% strict, with possible self-fertilization and

inbreeding. The allele frequency and simulations were then used as the basis

of the analyses with all 179 adults retained as possible parents. The exclusion

probability for excluding a putative parent pair (neither parent known) was

0.9999999938. The most likely parent pair was determined using most-likely

joint LOD scores; recruits could have no parent assigned at Po0.05 (4.2% of

recruits), or only one parent assigned at Po0.05 or Po0.01 (19.3% of recruits)

or both parents assigned at Po0.05 or Po0.01 (75.6% of recruits) (see

Supplementary Table S2 for a detailed breakdown). Parentage analysis results

shown are from the 1524 recruits with both parents assigned: 1130 recruits at

Po0.01 and 394 recruits at Po0.05.
We assumed that the assigned parent that was physically closest to the

seedling was the maternal tree, with pollen dispersal distance calculated as the

Euclidean distance between the two assigned parent trees. We defined an

interpatch dispersal event as when one (putative pollen dispersal) or both

(putative seed dispersal) parent(s) were from outside the patch in which the

recruit was sampled. When the same adult was assigned as both maternal and

paternal parent for a recruit, we classified the seedling as selfed.

Data analysis: immigration using the spatially explicit
neighborhood model
Pollen and seed immigration into each patch was estimated using the spatially

explicit seedling neighborhood model (Burczyk et al., 2006) implemented in the

program NM+ (Chybicki and Burczyk, 2010). Using maximum likelihood, NM
+ calculates parentage probabilities for mapped and genotyped progeny in
relation to mapped and genotyped candidate parents. As opposed to parentage
analysis, which is blind to geographical location of adults and cannot
distinguish the maternal vs paternal contribution to the seedling, the
neighborhood model determines the probable genealogy of seedlings taking
into account: (1) the two-stage dispersal process (first pollen disperses from
paternal to maternal tree, then seeds disperse away from maternal tree) and
(2) the geographic proximity to candidate parents (the ‘neighborhood’). Pollen
and seed immigration were estimated simultaneously, for each patch and for
the data set as a whole (all Singapore). Settings used were: infinite neighbor-
hood (to include all candidate parents), stop criterion 0.001, exponential-power
dispersal kernel, genotyping error rates 0.1–0.4% per locus (Noreen and Webb,
2013), with the exceptions of Km071 (5% error rate used) and Km141 and
Km143 (1% error rate used) to help account for null alleles, and default setting
for the other parameters.

Data analysis: SGS
SGS autocorrelation plots were generated in GenAlex v. 6.5 (Peakall and
Smouse, 2006) using Queller and Goodnight’s relatedness coefficient (r)
(Queller and Goodnight, 1989). User-defined even-distance classes were
assigned up to the longest distance class within each patch. Significance was
calculated by: (1) shuffling the geographic locations of individuals (9999
permutations) to obtain the 95% confidence interval bars and (2) boot-
strapping pairwise comparisons for each distance class to obtain the 95%
confidence envelope around mean r values for distance classes (9999
permutations).

RESULTS

Genetic diversity (allelic richness and expected heterozygosity) was
high in recruits in all patches, and in the adults in BT and MR (sample
size prevented calculation of these parameters for BG adults)
(Table 2). Recruits had more alleles detected than the adults in each
patch, but statistical analyses were not adequately robust to draw
significant conclusions (Table 2). Outcross pollen limitation was likely
in smaller patches with fewer adults, as shown by an increase in selfing
rates as a proportion of the total seedlings, and also the percent of
adult trees with at least one self-fertilized recruit (Table 3). Parentage
analysis showed that ∼ 97% of the recruits were located within 100 m
of the putative maternal tree, and this was expected given the sampling
design and the fact that K. malaccensis seeds are wind dispersed.

Table 2 Genetic diversity indices of Koompassia malaccensis adults

and recruits in three patches of Singapore

Botanic Gardens Bukit Timah MacRitchie

Adults Recruits Adults Recruits Adults Recruits

N 5 101 52 812 122 1100

Ho — 0.684 0.781 0.729 0.777 0.757

He — 0.781 0.849 0.836 0.855 0.846

R — 10.3 13.9 17.5 16.8 18.2

FIS — 0.064 0.014 0.076 0.021 0.042

No. of alleles 53 83 131 140 146 148

Abbreviations: FIS, inbreeding coefficient; He, expected heterozygosity; Ho, observed
heterozygosity; N, number of adults present at each patch (all adults genotyped) and number of
recruits genotyped; R, allelic richness.
Data are uncorrected for null alleles at locus Km071 (see text). The Botanic Gardens had
insufficient adults to calculate genetic diversity indices.

Table 3 Parentage analyses results when both parents are assigned (Po0.05 and Po0.01) for Koompassia malaccensis recruits in three

patches within Singapore

Botanic Gardens Bukit Timah MacRitchie

Parentage
N outcrossed recruits 56 592 724

N selfed recruits 25 90 37

Percent recruits that were selfed 30.9 13.2 4.9

Percent of maternal trees with ⩾1 selfed recruit 80.0a 64.4 14.3

Median percent of selfed recruits per selfing tree 26.2a 15.2 20.0

Median outcrossed pollen dispersal distance (m) 163.8 186.9 143.1

Maximum outcrossed pollen dispersal distance (m) 6352.1 5454.3 5943.6

Percent of recruits assigned outside-patch parent(s) 13.6% 4.7% 4.1%

Geography of parent pairs: number of discrete outcrossed parent pairs
Both parents within the same patch 7 196 354

One from the sampled patch, one from another patch 9 32 31

Both parents from one different patch 1 0 0

Parents are from two different patches 1 0 0

aValues are calculated from N=4 maternal trees.
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The parentage analysis detected 40 instances (2.6%) of putative seed
dispersal events of 100–1000 m, and 5 instances (0.3%) of 41000 m.
Of these 45 instances (involving 29 trees), 2 were from BG, 21 from
BT and 22 from MR.
Pollen dispersal curves exhibited a higher frequency of short-distance

pollen dispersal compared to adult pairwise distances (Figure 2), with
median pollen dispersal distances of 163.8 m (BG), 186.9 m (BT) and
143.1 m (MR) (Table 3), which are shorter than median distances
between adults within a patch (BG=298.7, BT= 476.6 and MR= 844.8;
Table 1) and more aligned with near-neighbor distances. However,
long-range pollen dispersal distance was evident (Figure 2), as we
detected 794 instances (51.8%) of pollen dispersing 100–1000 m, and
112 instances (7.3%) of pollen dispersing 41000 m, and maximum
pollen distances of 5.5–6.4 km (Table 3). BG had the highest proportion
of recruits with outside-patch parents (both parental trees assigned; 13.6
vs 4.7 and 4.1%, independent samples Kruskal–Wallis test across sites,
Po0.01, Table 3). Via parentage analysis, we detected 76 putative
interpatch pollen dispersal events (in all directions between all patches,
except from BG to BT; Figure 3) compared with just two putative
interpatch seed dispersal events (both to BG).
Parentage analysis assigned 93% of sampled adult K. malaccensis as

a parent to at least one seedling. Of the adults, 87% were detected as
pollen donors, of which approximately one-third (31%) fathered one
to three sampled recruits. The top-producing five trees (3% of the
adults) sired 27% of all sampled recruits for which both parents were
assigned.
The neighborhood model for each site estimated substantially

higher pollen immigration rates than did parentage analysis, but
similar seed immigration rates (Table 4). Of the three patches, BG had

the highest estimated pollen and seed immigration (pollen 0.459
(s.e. 0.053); seed: 0.058 (s.e. 0.025)); BT had the lowest (pollen 0.214
(s.e. 0.017); seed: 0.005 (s.e. 0.003)) (Table 4). For the whole data
set (all of Singapore), the pollen immigration estimate was 0.349
(s.e. 0.012), whereas seed immigration was 0.023 (s.e. 0.004).
The SGS of all cohorts (adults, and the recruits from each of the

three patches) showed significant structure (Po0.001; Figure 4 and
Supplementary Figure S1c), with the individuals located in the first
distance class (0–25 m) having mean relatedness (r) values of 0.139
(adults), 0.170 (BG), 0.226 (MR) and 0.245 (BT). The SGS of MR
recruits, BT recruits and adults was not significantly different up to
500 m (P40.05). However, the SGS of the BG recruit cohort was
different from all other distributions, exhibiting strong positive
relatedness within 100 m and strong negative relatedness at nearly
all distances 4100 m (Figure 4).

DISCUSSION

To our knowledge, this is the first study of gene flow of insect-
pollinated trees in multiple patches in an urban landscape. Four key
results parallel published results from insect-pollinated trees sampled in
agricultural/mixed-forest landscapes. First, insects were able to transfer
pollen across many km (46 km), even across considerable stretches of
‘impervious’ substrates (~2.5 km); this agrees with the results of a
review in Dick et al. (2008). Second, we detected relatively more
frequent long-distance gene flow among isolated tree stands than in
more continuous and larger forest patches (see Aldrich and Hamrick,
1998; Lander et al., 2010; Fuchs and Hamrick, 2011; Ismail et al., 2012;
Rymer et al., 2013; Tambarussi et al., 2015; Guidugli et al., 2016).
Third, specific individuals had a disproportionate contribution to gene

Figure 2 The pairwise distance between all adult Koompassia malaccensis trees in each patch (black bars); the pairwise distance between the assigned
parents (parentage analysis) of seedlings in that patch (gray bars). Distances are rounded to the nearest 100 m below 1050 m, and binned to the nearest
500 m beyond 1050 m.
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flow among patches (see Aldrich and Hamrick, 1998; Fuchs and
Hamrick, 2011; Lander et al., 2010; de Moraes and Sebbenn, 2011;
Ismail et al., 2012); for example, a single tree in MR was a pollen donor
for four different trees in BT as well as one in BG; and two BT trees
received pollen from a total of 11 MR pollen donors. Finally, self-
fertilization rates increased as patch size became smaller and adult
abundance declined (see Ferreira et al., 2013). These four key findings
demonstrate that insect-mediated gene flow patterns among patches

(and by inference, pollinator behavior) can persist across a wide range
of landscape types and configurations.
The significant SGS structure for all cohorts supports our findings

of a high frequency of short-distance pollination and routine limited
seed dispersal distances (that is, o100 m) that has resulted in
significant relatedness among individuals at shorter distance classes.
Because there was no difference in the SGS among the adults, the MR
recruits and the BT recruits, we conclude that the combined pollen
and seed dispersal dynamics within the two largest patches are
relatively similar to each other; in addition, the result suggests that
current gene flow dynamics of these two sites remain similar to
historic levels, that is, when the adults were recruits.
In contrast, the BG recruits exhibited a significantly different SGS

despite having median pollen and seed dispersal distances similar to
MR and BT. Very high relatedness within 100 m and very negative
relatedness beyond 100 m suggest a strong bimodal BG recruit cohort.
For many of the BG recruits, both parents were within the patch
(~48% neighborhood model estimate, ~ 67% parentage analysis
theoretical estimate). As determined by parentage analysis, ~ 31% of
the total number of BG recruits were selfed (N= 25), and for the
outcrossed seedlings whose parents were both from BG (N= 46), they
were the products of 1 of only 7 within-patch parent pairs (that is, we
detected 7 within-BG parent pairs out of a possible maximum of 25).
These reproductive dynamics within the patch contributed to high
levels of relatedness for the entirely locally derived recruits. On the
other hand, long-distance gene flow represented up to ~ 33%
(parentage analysis) to ~ 52% (neighborhood model) of the BG
recruit cohort. Of these recruits, parentage analysis (when both
parents were assigned) captured 10 sampled outside-patch parental
trees, all of which are geographically distant from each other and
provided diverse immigrant genes. Hence, a bimodal cohort structure
resulted in a SGS that was very different compared with the other
patches, with marked fluctuations and some strongly positive related-
ness values because of the within-patch reproductive dynamics, and
some strongly negative values owing to the high proportion of
immigrant genes unrelated to each other or to the local adults.
In light of the generally low estimates of long-distance seed

dispersal, the elevated seed immigration rate for BG was unexpected,
given that seeds would have to be dispersed across a minimum of
2.5 km of urban habitat. There was also no evident trend to explain
why particular maternal trees would be geographically well situated for
long-distance dispersing seeds. It is possible that some mother trees
remained undiscovered by our sampling: some BG recruits had two
non-matching alleles for particular loci compared with the five BG
adults, and the non-matching alleles had different identities among
these recruits. This result is unlikely because of mistyping or mutation,
and therefore suggests that there were multiple unknown mother trees.
The variance in fecundity we detected suggests both positive and

negative long-term implications for K. malaccensis in Singapore. On
one hand, almost all adults had contributed genes to at least one
recruit, indicating maintenance of allelic richness and rare alleles
contained in the extant population of genetically diverse Koompassia
adults. This contrasts with other studies that have detected signifi-
cantly lower allelic richness in recruits of small remnant populations
(see, for example, Kettle et al., 2007; Finger et al., 2012; Guidugli et al.,
2016) that may be attributed to the loss of rare alleles owing to non-
reproductive adults and/or unequal fecundity (see Finger et al., 2012).
On the other hand, parentage analysis detected that five trees sired
approximately a quarter of the genotyped seedlings: this inequality, if
continued over subsequent years, could contribute to genetic drift and
produce negative fitness effects in future generations. However, natural

Figure 3 Inter-patch gene flow of Koompassia malaccensis in the three main
primary forest patches in Singapore based on parentage analysis. Each line
represents the movement of pollen (76 events) or seeds (two events)
between patches, with the source being (a) MacRitchie, (b) Bukit Timah and
(c) the Botanic Gardens.
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variation in adult fecundity across reproductive cycles could average
out the relative contributions of individuals to the overall recruit
landscape over the long term; extending the present study across
several reproductive cycles would reveal whether certain individuals
are consistently top sires or whether their relative contributions change
over time.
We documented increased selfing rates in smaller patches. Increas-

ing self-fertilization and unequal fecundity can act synergistically,
leading to inbreeding depression that could have profound fitness
implications in the long term (see, for example, Breed et al., 2012;
Rymer et al., 2013; Porcher and Lande, 2016). Correlated paternity
rates could increase in the future: with a few individuals siring a
relatively large proportion of offspring, more recruits are likely to be
half-siblings. SGS shows that related individuals are geographically
close to each other—even for adults—and that near-neighbor matings
are common. Hence, the selfing rate and unequal fecundity, in
conjunction with sustained biparental inbreeding, could have a
detrimental fitness effect in subsequent generations (see, for example,
Breed et al., 2012; Rymer et al., 2013; reviewed in Ghazoul, 2005).
However, the century-long lifespan of K. malaccensis individuals and
the management of Singapore’s urban forest patches (see, for example,
lightning rods installed on many large trees, extending their lifespan)

has likely prevented the detrimental accumulation of inbreeding
depression over generations: a large percent of the seedling recruit
cohort we sampled are effectively still the ‘first generation post-
fragmentation’ despite the bulk of fragmentation occurring 4120
years previously.
This study has several limitations that temper our conclusions. The

study was conducted on only three patches, with different areas and
adult abundances as well as different types of surrounding matrix.
Thus, it was not possible to fully disentangle all independent effects.
We also sampled recruits from under only 57% of MR adults because
of logistical and financial constraints; however, as 93% of MR adults
were assigned as parents, we believe our sampling strategy was
successful in capturing gene flow. In addition, in 2015–2016, one of
the authors (MA Niissalo) spent ~ 50 h surveying the area containing
the tiny primary forest patches ~ 4 km north of the northernmost MR
tree (see Figure 1); he positively identified three adult K. malaccensis
(diameter at breast height ~ 40–50 cm each) with seedlings, in or very
close to the tiny remaining primary forest patches. Hence, given the
number of reproductive adults detected for this survey effort, the small
number of tiny primary forest patches remaining and the immigration
estimates of ca. 2–3% (seed) and ca. 20–35% (pollen) for the whole
data set, we conclude that there are further unsampled adults in the

Table 4 A summary of the proportion of pollen (Mp) and seed (Ms) immigration for Koompassia malaccensis into each patch using the seedling

neighborhood model (NM+) and parentage analysis (Cervus)

Botanic Gardens Bukit Timah MacRitchie All Singapore

Mp
Neighborhood model (s.d.) 0.459 (0.053) 0.214 (0.017) 0.424 (0.017) 0.349 (0.012)

Parentage analysis, max. estimate 0.259 0.179 0.284 0.200

Parentage analysis, one parent in patch and one outside 0.111 0.047 0.041 NA

Parentage analysis, one parent in patch, other unknown 0.148 0.132 0.243 0.200

Ms
Neighborhood model (s.d.) 0.058 (0.025) 0.005 (0.003) 0.038 (0.007) 0.0233 (0.004)

Parentage analysis, max. estimate 0.070 0.020 0.058 0.029

Parentage analysis, both parents outside patch 0.020 0.0 0.0 NA

Parentage analysis, neither parent assigned 0.050 0.020 0.058 0.029

Abbreviations: max., maximum; NA, not applicable.
For parentage analysis, both parents unassigned=potential seed immigrants (maternal and paternal unknown donors); and one parent unassigned=potential pollen immigration (pollen donor
unknown, mother tree known). The recruits with unknown parentage were summed with the recruits with assigned outside-patch parent(s) to obtain the theoretical maximum Mp and Ms values
(‘max. estimate’).
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Figure 4 Overlaid SGS autocorrelation plots for up to 500 m, even-distance classes in 25 m intervals, for all Koompassia malaccensis adults (light blue,
N=179), MacRitchie recruits (red, N=1100), Bukit Timah recruits (green, N=812) and Botanic Garden recruits (purple, N=101); r, relatedness value of
Queller and Goodnight (1989). Bars are 95% confidence intervals (CIs). Individual patch autocorrelation plots up to the maximum distance class within each
patch are shown in Supplementary Figures S1a–c.
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northern areas of the Central Catchment but that these adults are
likely very few in number.
The core question of this study has a clear overall conclusion:

substantial insect-mediated gene flow between trees in remnant forest
patches was maintained in this highly urbanized landscape, despite the
‘impervious’ matrix. Inconsistency in estimates of pollen flow based
on parentage analysis versus the neighborhood model prevents a
precise estimation of the magnitude of pollen dispersal; an in-depth
analysis of the two models could be conducted but is beyond the scope
of this paper. Moreover, subtle differences in dispersal between MR
and BT are observed when BT is the pollen source compared with
when MR is the source (see Figure 3), suggesting asymmetrical
source–sink dynamics. It would have been helpful to identify all
species of pollinator for K. malaccensis and differences (if any) in
visitation rate among patches, as without this information many
important questions about the pollinator behavior remain unan-
swered. For example, it would be interesting to determine whether
short-range pollen dispersal is performed by same species as is the
long-distance dispersal, and whether urbanization affects the abun-
dance and/or behavior of some pollinator species more profoundly
than others. The large carpenter bee X. flavonigrescens is a very strong
flier and is genetically panmictic throughout Singapore (including
islands up to 4.5 km offshore; Yi, 2015), but the extent to which this
species contributes to the long-distance pollen dispersal among
patches is unknown. Hence, future studies on insect-mediated
dispersal should attempt to quantify, to at least some extent, the
identity and frequency of pollinator visitation among patches.
Finally, the substantial gene flow we detected among primary forest

patches in an urban setting for K. malaccensis are likely to be a ‘best-
case’ scenario: it is a long-lived, previously widespread canopy tree
species pollinated by strong fliers. Studies are needed for rare or
understory plant species, and plants pollinated by less mobile and/or
less abundant animals, both of which would be predicted to have
lower levels of connectivity than K. malaccensis among forest patches
in the urban landscape.
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